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Khrushchev visit by three faculty
members were included in the internationally related activities.
The poll, which ends today, was
sponsored by the International Relations Club and the Spartan Y.
The question posed by the clubs
was "Should the United Nations
have a permanent standing army
under its control?" The booth is
located In the Library Quad.
I N. DAY Cf.,TIVAL
to the ’
*i.ri Nations
’I’,

George Washington university.
By RON BATES
The annual United Na- Washington, MC.
The dinner is sponsored by the
tions Day dinner will be held Santa
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tonight at 6:30 in the San the Association for the United Na
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Homecoming activities
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Auditorium, 8 p.m.,
ris Dailey
Thursday.

Coronation
Ball Friday
Bids

for

the

Each stint -finalist will
del
a cliftlima outfit and formal
vi ear supplied by local merchants. Three judges will Select the queen and four at
after interviewing the eandidates and viewing the fashion

show.

The queen and her court will be
presented at the Coronation Ball,
official opening of Homecoming
week activities, on Friday.
The Ball,,at Exposition Hall at
the fairgrounds, will begin at 9
p.m. Herb Miller’s orchestra will
furnish music. The Hall will be
decorated in an old-time western
dancehall theme.
Admittance to the Coronation
Ball will be free with a student
body card.

plained.
Bids will he mailable in the
Outer Quad front 9:30 a.m. until
1:30 p.m., Nelson pointed out, as
well as in the Student Affairs
Business Office, TI118.
Herb Miller and his orchestra
will supply the dance music, Nelson said. The dress for the annual event will he formal, though
dark suits will be permitted for
men. Nelson pointed out.
The 1.AposItion Hall decorations wilt 1111e is western theme.
honoring the Wyoming "Cowpokes" who will meet the Spartan gridders in the Homecoming game, Nov. 7.
The decoration committee has
been working on building props
for the dance, Nelson said, and
will hold a special meeting Saturday morning in 1153 between 9
and 12 to complete the decorations.

Guest speaker for the dinner is Robert M. Sayre, who,
for the past two years, was
chief of the political section at the
U.S. Embassy in Lima, Peru.
Mr. Sayre will speak on the
work of the U.N. in Latin America. He has worked for the State
Department for ten years as adviser to the Technical Cooperation
Administration Program for Latin
America, the TCA program of the
Organization of the American
States, and the U.N. TCA Latin
American program.
He is on special assignment to
Stanford University to study
economics. He is a ,graduate of
Williamette University in Oregon and ham a law degree from

tions with the cooperation of sev- ,
eral other organizations.
AREA COLLEGE GUESTS
Foreign students attending Saii
Jose State, San Jose City College,
the University of Santa Clara and
Stanford University will be among
the guests of members of the
sponsoring organizations. Approximately 168 foreign students have
registered to attend.
Reservations may be made by
calling the American Friends
Service
Committee,
CYpresto
5-8811. Cost of the dinner is

Vice President
Criticizes Story

112.25.
The dinner will climax U.N.
week on the San Jose State campus. A campus poll, a talk by San
Jose’s "Experiment in International living" ambassador, Martha
Allshouse, a symposium on the

\
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’ice-president.

Coronation

Friday ss ill
Ball to be held
beginning
distributed
be
Mond a y and continuing
Bill Nelthrough the it irk,
committee
affairs
social
son,
rhainnan announced at the
committee’s meeting yesterday.’
The Ball will be held in the
Exposition Hall of the Santa Clara
County Fair Grounds from 9 p.m.
until 1 a.m., Nelson added.
Only 800 bids are available, he
said, and they will be distributed
on a first come, first serve basis.
There is no charge for bids, but
a student body card must be presented to pick one up, he ex-

Jose State Cafeteria.

The story, which appeared in the
yesterday,
Mercury
San Jose
quoted Dr. J. Burton Vasche,
chief of the division of state colleges, as suggesting that all re
search activity be confined to I!
university in the future.

aZtan
Volleyball, basketball, ping pong
and dancing will be among activities offered at the Spartan Oriocci
"Fun Nile" in the women’s gym
tonight at 8.

"She Stoops to Conquer," by
Oliver Goldsmith, continues its
successful run tonight and tomorrow night beginning at 8:15 in
the College Theater.

Directed by Dr. Jack Neeson.
The event is open to all students. There will be a slight ad- associate professor of drama, the
mission charge as refreshments comedy of mistaken identity stars
Gene McCabe, Judy Blaisdell, Car.
will be served .
olyn Reed, Carole Warren, Rich_
The club, a social and service ard Rossomme, Richard Parks and
organization, is open to all stud- Bennie Shelton.
ein& Through various club activiOther parts are taken by Robties the members try to promote ert Sherman, Cheryl Del Biaggi..
bet ter
relationships,
Exchange James Brocia, Gary Hamner, S .
ideas, be of service to the school san Evers, Mary-lyn Henry, Paul

and

provide social functions.
-

Coeds Sell Candy
Pi Lanilsia.honor societs tor 550men in education, is selling candy ,
today to raise funds for a national
charter. A booth will be open in
front of the library until 4 p.m.

Dr. Dusel said he thought I i
newspaper story misrepresent.
he so
the
and content of 1’
NO. 23- !statement. Ile has mailed a cs;
of the article to Dr. Vasche
,
expects clarification of the
by Monday.
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’Fun Night’-- Last Two Nights For
Gym, Tonight Stoops To Conquer_ r

Bucalstein, Charles Latona, Wilham Barkow and Dan Zanvettor.
The popular 18th century English play is a satire on romantic
plays of the period. It is recognized by critics as Goldsmith’s
best work. The play’s comedy is
drawn from the situation brought
about by a wise -cracking practical
joker, played by Shelton, who

leads two would-be suitors, Parks I
and Rossomme, astary and into
the wrong house, which they mixtake for an inn,
Tickets may be purchased at
the College Theater box office,
opposite the Student Union from 1
to 5 p.m. today and tomorrow.
Prices are 50 cents for SJS students and $1 ’for all others.

Club Dance
Saturday

shiested many of our I ao u lt y memre:
rs
securing individual
searchincontracts
ts wals government
agencies," Dr. Dosed said.
Dr. Vasche is well aware of the
increased amount of research required by a growing graduate program in the state colleges, Dr
Dusel said.
A clarified report on the master
plan will be made by Pres. John
Wahlquist at a college council and
faculty meeting Monday.
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Day Festival are obtainable at the
booth for 25 cents. The festival
will be at the Civic Auditorium
tomorrow. The IRC, Spartan Y
and the International Students
Organization plan to take part.
The local festival will begin at
noon and continue until 10 p.m.
The week-long United Nations
celebration was in honor of the
anniversary of the creation of
the United Nations Charter on
Oct 2.1 1945

Old Fi:rn Tonighi

"Captains Courag. oits" starring Lionel Barryniii-s. Freddie
Bartholomew and Spencer Tractnill 1wshown at tonight’s Ent day Flicks, as-cording to Barbara
Walden, Senior Class publicity
chairman.
The film starts at 7:30 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is 23 1.1‘11bi.
The film is at
1 Rinlystrd
Kipling’s famed tale of a heroic
Gloucester fisherman and a mil lonaire’s son who comes to him
to learn how to work.

Discussion Topic
TuesdaySorvice

Dr. Vasche is working with a I
liaison committee representing the I
University, the state and junior,
colleges on drawing up a master
plan for publicly supported higher,
education in the state.
v as"To- Vai,t.ho ha, auti
_

c
dance following
/I ti I 1 12 l’
the Arizona State football game
tomorrow night is planned by the
Junior Class.

It will he held in the Women’s
Gym from about 10:30 to 1 a.m.
The Juniors will decorate the gym
and refreshments of punch and
eider will be served.

Forum Shows ,.
Film Sunday
"The Stray of Austria." a film lecture, will be presented by Karl
at 7:30 p.m. Sunday in
Ftonson.
bi
W oodmw Wilson Junior High
School auditorium. The program
Is one of a series sponsored by the
Sunday Evening Community Forurn
u

Music will be provided
pvided by tapes
0- the next to the last dance of
the year sponsored by the Junior
Class, The Junior Prom is the
other dance the class will sponsor.
Chaperones for the dance are
Henry Robinson, assistant professor of zoology and Dr. Rocci !nsatin, associate professor of biology and adviser to the class.

1
i

The Junior Class leads all
classes in reventie, having $1500
Mr. Robinson has spent most of in its treasury.
Berry, sophomore psychology ma- the last 25 years abroad, gatherjor, will discuss with a recruiting ing material for his programs
officer the subject: "Should One He has been called one of the
country’s outstanding film -lecture
Korean vets attending school
Fight for His Country?" at a proproducers.
I under the GI Bill, P.L. 550, are
gram sponsored by Gavel and Ron- I
reminded by the Veterans OfLast season his appearance at
trum on Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in
fire, Adm103, that the monthly
the Community Forum drew more
SD115.
attendance forms must be filled
than 1000 persons.
.
mit Oct. 28-211. A subsistence
Berry. representing the aff irmaTickets for the film -lecture m.1,
cheek for the partial month of
live side of the discussion, will
be obtained at the De Anza and
September and the full month
op
M. Sgt, William J. Hollis
Sainte Claire hotels, the Lyndon
of October should be received
from the US. Army recruiting
the
at
Gatos
or
Hotel in Los
about Nov. 20. said Miss Mary
office.
auditorium the night of the pro.
Simons. veterans counselor.
is
9"
A question period, directed at gram. Admission charge
gen.
both speakers, will follow the dis- cents for students and 81.50
cers do not carry revolvers. ’’That next door and phoned the city cussion.
!era! admission.
is the city policeman’s job," he ex- police," Mr. Amos commented. "Inplained. He cited an instance when stead he walked right in and took
a security officer barely missed
the chance of being shot." Amos
getting shot upon entering a room
said the campus security officer
where he suspected there were
I u Torre is on sale
The 1:4.
is the only man allowed to carry
burglars.
now in the Student Affairs Office,
,1:1i. ARIA -1 NIMIT CONFERENCE
a gun. "No matter on campus is
RUSSIA SAID I
TI116, for %.5.
"The man’ could have walked important to justify shooting," he
S,1\ ii’;Premier Nikita Khrushchev agrees with
PARIS I UPI
emphasized.
-Students should purchase their
President Eisenhower’s proopsal for an East-West summit conference
annuals as soon as possible." urged
Mr. Amos said the school hired
in December. the Si,’, iet ambassador to Paris said yesterday
Ralph Gough for the job of CamAmbassador Sergei Vinogradov made the statement to reporters JudyWeymouth, assistant editor.
pus Security Officer last July. The as he emerged from a noon interview with French Foreign Minister "Only 2000 are being printed and
new post requires at least a col- Maurice COI iVP Dc Morville. It was his third meeting with top French with over 14.000 students. there
obx imisly won’t be enough for
lege degree and six years in in - leaders in three consecutive days.
et eryonc.
d try security.
President F:isenlic-mer has proposed a summit conference at the
It takes a security officer one end of the year," he said. "We are in agreement with this
The book, printed during the
hour to make the rounds of the
Meanwhile. President Eisenhower yesterday applied new pressure ’ spring semester, will feature more
college, Stir. Amos concluded.
on his Western allies for a meeting soon as a prelude to a later, full . color pages than the 1959 annual.
Guards have no set Pattern.
scal summit conference with Soviet Russia.
The photography is being done by
often dove-tailing back and
In the fare of announced French preference for following a more the Keith Cole Studios, who have
forth. The reason for the zigand
"leisurely" road to the summit, Eisenhower told a news conference in (tine yearbooks fir
zag pattern is to confuse any
Augusta, Ga. that an early Western meeting would be very desirable.,
would-be offenders.
California.
Ile said there must be a real coordination of effort and positiss
lie
He indicated traffic and security
itself created major problems in among the leaders of the United States. Great Britain, France .
e
Wits
patron’s; the campus. Until the West Germany before sitting down with the Soviet Union.
Student Council banned bicycles this coordination, he ;aided, there would be a diplomatic rionnyht
v.ill sponsor an
after-game dance tomorrow night
after the San Jose State-Arizona
State football game. The dance,
to be held at Newman Hall, is
scheduled to last until 1 a.m.
The cost for the event is 25
cents stag, and 35 cents for couples.
NO.’, I !I all

(1111)

A conscs:..:.,tis

objector,

Dale

K. Vet Forms Due

’Tiny’ Police Force Patrols SJS-Five Security Officers, One Gun
Bv JERRY NACHMAN

The tiny force doesn’t handle
the job of watching the college all

.1 -city" of nearly 15.000 alone, however. They have the i
San Jose State has help of the San Jose Police Deone of the tiniest "police partment who can be notified
force," ui any community of "within minutes," according to Mr.
its size in the countryfive
Amos.
men.
lie said all but one of his offiAnd only one carries a gun.
The "police" are uniformed security officers who patrol the
campus 24 hours a day while 11,000 NI -tiros and 3000 part-time
people.

and night school students attend
classes fi.e days a week.
Their boss, John H. Amos,
superietendent of buildings and
Erosions ot the college, explain%
the reastin for the small number
St officers In a large student
community.
"Therc are hardly any ’.hula if .-,;th Jose State. I’d estimate the merage to be about
15 per semester," he said.
Actual
by the security
force ineSsies keeping a careful
eye
if for petty violators. Mr.
Amos listed purse -stealing in the
women, zyni as one of the common
fins.
l’NIFORMS RESPECTED
The superintendent
emphasized
, the datum
in attitude of students
toward the six security officers
since the men
began wearing uniforms rise years ago.
"It changed the
atmosphere
completely." he said. "People resPect officers when
they wear a
uniform. There
has been a 100
Per cent
improvement"
Mr. Amos said
that before
the ’oviform
innovation, stud, Flits had
been giving
""/"."
trooble bt.
appearing on Ili/TWIN
after school
hours intoxicate&
"Ws used III
find them sleeping
In the
she,,
times," lie
&elated.

world wire

__

La Torre
Now on Sale

SPARTANSA

from the campus in May, the twowheelers were causing an additional hazard.
"I am amazed," Mr. Amos said.
"at student response to the bicycle ban." (Peak hours for student activity on campus is between
10 am. and neon on Monday, Wednesday and Friday.I

until next Wendesday.

The union said the 100-day strike "could continue until 1withotit having a serious effect on the economy. The government Student and faculty parking has "continuation of the strike could result in a creeping weakening
been another headache to the ultimate paralysis."
five-mim force. There are 305 regular and 43 temporary parking
QUINTS’ MOTHER I7NDERSTANDS GOD’S WILT,
places on campus and, Amos estiSAN ANTONIO tUPI I Mrs. Charles G. Hannan said yeste,
employees
mated, close to 1500
that she is happy she gave birth to quintuplet daughters Tues.
with cars.
though it was God’s will that none lived more than 18 hours.
Mr. Amos’ crew of five is re"I can’t believe it all happened to me," she said in her ft
sponsible not only for security at
view since the birth of the quintuplets. "I am happy to hate ii the college but also for three
five daughters into the world.
other areas
safety, disaster con"I understand God’s will: not Iii,, way."
trol and scheduling.

PARKING A PROBLEM

once a major headache on camNO MORE WORRYBicycles,
campus security ofpus, have been safely sidelined providing
Robert Haller (pictured
ficers, including department watchman
other problems.
here) with more time to devote to

UNION GETS STAY IN INJUNCTION CONTROVERSY
PHILADELPHIA I UPI 1- The United Steelworkers
day received a continued stay to a back -to-work order in
strike and attacked the Taft -Hartley Act as being uncoils’
panel of three Federal judges heard arguments on a haes
junction appeal in the steel strike and adjourned with. it
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room and admire it,
show it to your
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even wear it! The
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is so low it’s
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Lose Something?
the football game.
It’s even sadder to lose the football
spirit.
But that’s the problem facing the Fight -

Jim Adams
Tradition also demands that the 4,11i4.i:a Constitution Revision Under Way

It’s a sad thing to lose

on -Spartans now. Never was the lackadaisical lack -of -spirit more apparent that at the
last home game. J Ss. Oregon.
They say state colleges don’t have the
"Togetherness. "togetherness" that universities has e They say you need
ties
At State?
games to really
tate
feel ralirali. They say you’ve got to wear
white and sit in the rooting section.
But all I/11 really need i, ,111111. spirited
singers and yeller... SJS seems to be facing
a shortage.
Tradition has it that our team is urged
to, victory by Spartan songs and yells (says

the ’Spartan from the Start)

and that each

stntlent has an obligation to learn them.
Apparently this is an obligation few here
have met.

college hymn. -Hail, Spartans. Hymn Sung
I lair is sung at the conclusion at End
of all football games (also of Game
stated in the Spartan from the Start).
Just in ease you haven’t learned the
words to it yet, take this along with you to
tomorrow night’s game anti join in, won’t
you?
Hail. Spartans, Hail! Hail, Gold
e pledge our hearts anti hands

and White

To keep thy colors ever bright.
Forward we go! We will not fail!
Sing to our Alma Mater,
Hail, hail, Hail!
Hail, Spartans, Hail; All Hail to thee!
hail to thy cloist’ed halls
And Tower standing straight and free
Thy Gold and White
Long may they sail!
To thee we sing forever,
hail, hail

Hazing Death No Joke
anted., fifty
raw liver to be deli\ ered to Theta Xi fraternity house, 135
South Tenth St." the classfied ad in yesterday’s Daily said.
It’, not funny. fella-.
That FM\ ersity of Southern California
jiledge didn’t make a funny face when he
suallowed the ra% his Cr; he choked to death
on it.
Gary Nelson. who bought the ad for his
thit Theta Xi men felt bay
ftaternity
area nes% Tapers !lase blown liaising out of
and they wanted to do someproport

BERGSON
SEE AD,

Speech Students
Offer Services

KBM
RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
CV 2-7501
96 E. San Fernando

LEBANON

Continental Restaurant
LEBANESE

MEXICAN

and, AMERICAN FOODS
Our
", SHISH-KA-BAB
CaNCY 5-9519 for Reservations
We Cater to Banquets, Prin. Portia’
Special Rates to Organizations

1098 E. Santa Clara St.
Open Daily except Tuesday
Adrian Daniel, ManagingOwner

thing to-lighten" the situation.
They figured the ad would serve that
purpose.
Nelson said he thought the Theta Xi
hazing incident at Cal was incidental until
the newspapers got hold of it and played it
up. (The police chief at Berkeley agrees.)
Maybe. they’re right. but that ad was no
solution to the problem. A well thought out
letter-to-the-editor could have served the
same purpose and it wouldn’t cost the $1.35
J.H.A.
the ad did.

Arl-MUJiC-2)rcenta
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Story -telling to hospitalized chilvn, and speech-making in behalf
-t the United Fund drive are two
.:tivities in a three-part commun.
y service speech program currently being supervised by Dr.
I Lawrence H. Muuat, professor of
speech.
Students taking part in the
story -telling program are Merle
Roberts, Lori Nicoletti, Carla Mason and Evelyn Tyler, director of
the group. The four students visit
the Shriners’ Hospital for Crippled
Children once a month.
’The story -telling students plan
to extend their service to include
Santa Clara County Hospital.
Giving talks to local group,

COMBINATION
PLATE

59c

Choice of:
Enchilada - Taco - Tamale ...
rlus Rice, Beans, Salad

Tico’s Tacos

He calls his committee the best on campus ("but I may be prejudiced") because it includes two freshmen, two transefer students and
two seniors who are attending SJS all four years. This means several
committee members have had experience with other student government systems and the others know what is groat and had about our own

Student Court Everyone’s Business
Our Student Court reporter dutifully covers court sessions every
Tuesday afternoon; he’s been thrown out once and was nearly excused one other time.
The situation isn’t serious -just a matter of misunderstanding
probably-but it still is a basic infringement on the students’ right
to know.
A reporter at a court hearing or any other kind of meeting is the
only link between that body and the 14,000 members of the student
body.
When the reporter is tossed out on his tin ear, he cannot tell the
student body what is going on.
Student government-including the student court -is everybody’s
business, and before you deny them information on any part of it, you
better have a mighty good reason.

\ NP, OSMAN

We’re going international this
week! Today is United Nations
Day and a big U.N. Festival is
planned in San Jose tomorrow at
the Civic Auditorium from noon
to 10 p.m. Be sure to stop in and
view the exhibits, colorful costumes and displays celebrating
the founding of the U.N.
And the San Francisco Opera
House is featuring ancient Hebrew ritual dances of the National
Dame Theater of Israel tomorrow
and Sunday nights as well as at
a matinee Sunday. Named Inbal,
the dance troupe currently is
touring the United States under
the auspices of the American.
Israel Cultural Foundation.
Plays, plays, plays are really
having a field day this weekend, iind to name only a few:
"Where’s Charley" tonight and
tomorrow night at the Montgomery Theater, at Market and San
Carlos streets, 8:15 p.m. The San
Jose Light Opera Company is
producing the local version of the
Broadway play. Also Oct. 30-31,
Nov. 5-6.
"She Stoops to Conquer" win
conduct final performances tonight and tomorrow night in the
Studio Theater on campus at 8:15
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof," Tennessee Williams’ play, opened last
night at the Loft, Emerson and
Hamilton, in Palo Alto. The Comedia Repertory Company’s adopteflon of the Williams’ drama
will run Friday and Sunday nights
at 8:30 p.m.
"Show Business," Just the name
Carol Channing should make this
musical review a sellout. The
show traces various forms of mos.

icals from minstrel shows to
m.
ern drama, all mingled with
NI.
Charming’s tremendous wit.
At
the Curran, 8:30 p.m. Tickets
run
from $3.50 .up.
"The Moon Besieged," is tieing
offered by the Stanford
Players
anti stars Ben Cooper. It is
cur.
rently playing at the
Memorial
Theatre in Stanford. All semi
are reserved ---$1.25 arid
$175,
A joint exhibition Of ow.
tams arid painting by manger,
Lester and Th011111% Leighton
currently Is being shown at the
Itosiertielan Art Gallery, ok
Nagle between Park and Lbw
man in San Jose. Free
lecture
at 3 p.m. on art techniques,
Do you like Dylan Thonno,
The Multi -Lingual Theater mup
hopes you do, for they are pry.
senting "The World of Dylan
Thomas," featuring both prose
and poetry readings, tonight
at
8 p.m., San Francisco Museum of
Art, Civic Center.
Tip of the Week: Circle Nov.
3 on your flamenco calendar The
world’s foremost flamenco gill.
tarist, Carlos Montoya, is corning
to San Jose City College on that
date Owt

C P & Q
I SERVICE STATION

Premium Gas and Oil at Lowest
of Prices!
Save through our Membership!
13t1, & Julien
Open 24 hrs

.

Open at 4 p.m
"Personality"

Pizza with a

HOUSE OF PIZZA
CY 7-9901
395 Almaden Ave.
War the Civic P

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL
for

-s

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES
FREE

From $4.50 to $7.00
Drive -In Garage
OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ralph G. Caldwell, Manager

cvoress 4;9404
Flat

PROOf CONSTA/CriON

TFIEVISION. iANOUFT 000M,
COFFEE SHOP

FOUNTAIN

MONTGOMERY
HOTEL
at San Antonio
Jose, Colifoin’a

South First St.

Son

Faculty Musk Set
The Choraliers, directed by William Erlendson, professor of music, and the Brass Ensemble led
by Dr. Robert Hare, associate
professor of music, will present
early vocal and brass music at
tomorrow’s survey of music lit, .,ture class, 11:30 a.m. in Con. rt Hall.
At Thursday’s meeting, cantata
oratorio music will be permed by a faculty group. Tenor
assistant
Loadwick,
ederick
professor of music, will be featured.
The class meetings are open to
all faculty and students.
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U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT
171 South 3rd

This committee will work closely with the Council Evaluation
committee, headed by Dick Johnston, to reorganize student government’
here and the constitution at the same time.
Obregon hopes to have his recommendations ready to present to
the Council by February. After that they will be put on a ballot for
adoption or rejection by the student body.

ll

Dale Pratt, senior advertising
jor, was elected president of
pha Delta Sigma, national ad-rtising fraternity at the club’s
.1 meeting.
Steve Maritakis was elected
,,,e -president; Tom Stewart, secretary; and Bob Palasek, treasurer. Outgoing pesirient is Bill
Crawford.
-

4th and St. James

Cl

the United Fund are Judith Gilroy,
Ronald Remington, Stephen Fields
and Donald Edwards.
The third part of the speech activities program is a long-range
project in connection with the Red
Feather fund. Beginning in January, a speech group will join with
Dr. Richard B. Lewis’ Audio-Visual
Department to present speeches
and slides, telling the story of underpri% ileged families. Work has
already started.

Extensise res ision of the ,1SII I’1.11-titution is in the
works.
The document isn’t a coin --al mess but it is weak, ambiguous, awkward and contradictoryand usually if you
want to prove the constitutionality of anything, you can’t.
Example: It provides that the freshman class will have
two council representatives but one of them will be elected
in April. This means that until April there are only seven class representatives on the council; but another section of the coostitution
stipulates there must be eight
class representatives.
And what happens when that
April-elected representative becomes a sophomore after two
months in office?
Confused? So is the constitution.
It has many loopholes and Billy
Gene Parker found most of them
during his fight with the Council
last semester to set a deadline for
elimination
of
discriminatory
clauses.
Three times Parker declared
Council action unconstitutional
and each time he was right. But
the Council action was interpreted
as constitutional in all three cases
by the Student Court----and that
was right too.
SAM OBREGON
. constitution reviser
So now something is being done
about it. An eight man Constitutional Revision committee, headed by
Sam Obregon, already has begun work.
Obregon, a former student body president at Oakland City College,
has been collecting objections from ASS Pres. Rich Hill, council members and deans.
He has constitutions and information on student government from
eight colleges and universities from which his committee will collect
ideas.

Dale Pratt New
ADS President

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
DRY 10c
WASH 20c
COIN OPERATED

editor’s report The Gay Life

Open 24 hrs.

Society Editor...Geraldine Garden
Phyllis Macke!’
Art & Music Ed
Drama Editor
Jerry Nachman
Exchange Editor ..Darla -Jean Rode
Public Relations
Director
R. L. Remington

Who says you can’t get the job you want on the Coast?
ENGINEERS

PHYSICAL

SCIENTISTS

BUSINESS MAJORS

LIBERAL ARTS

You may have heard that the big engineering jobs are all
back East. It’s not so. In the communications business

Have you heard that there’s not much of a choice of opportunity out
here? Actually, there’s more diversity just within Pacific Telephone

there’s room to choose the field that interests you most..
You get to work with the most advanced engineering equip-

than you might imagine. And there’s no "getting lost in a big company", either, if you enter our Management Development Program.

ment. And it’s all right here on the Coast. You and your
salary can go up fast with us, too, because we’re growing fast.

It offers the finest training you can get anywhere. And we’re growing
fast and need executive talent that always comes from "within".

Talk over your future with Pacific Telephone
Sign up In advance;

PLACEMENT SERVICE

Pacific Telephone
NOVEMBER 5 & 6, 1959
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Is this seat taken?

Metheny, co-author
Dr. Eleanor
Trouble with
book
of the and aThe
professor of eduWomen,"
physical education at
cational and
of Southern CaliUniversity
the
speak Monday afterwill
fornia,
WG22.
noon at 4 in
will be open to physThe lecture
majors and other inical education
terested persons.
has written numDr. Metheny
and is the author
erous articles
of -Body Dynamics." She has also
appeared on Dave Garaway’s
"Wide, Wide
television production,
World."
president of the
She is vice
Health,
American Association for
and RecreaPhysical Education
and is also active
tion lAAFIPER1,
Association for
in the California
and
Health, Physical Education,
Recreation ICAHPERt.

MAKING WAY for construction on subway terminal
underneath, workmen tear down steps of Senate wing
of
Capitol in Washington. Steps will be rebuilt of granite.

Department News
JOURNALIsMADVERTISING
Classes in advanced reporting
writing are
and magazine article
working on a’ series of articles
--its advanton school unification
ages and disadvantagesfor the
Santa Clara Journal. The students
are interviewing SJS professors,
school superintendents and teach in the area as part of their
research for the project. The
classes are taught by Mrs. Domid LaMar Maelores Spa!

kay, associate professors of journalism.
The advisory board of the Department of Journalism and Advertising will meet with Dr.
Dwight Bente!, department head,
today from 1:30 to 6 p.m. The
board will discuss scholarships, recruitment of high school graduates, and establishment of an
"honor gallery of distinguished
living journalists" to be placed
in the new Journalism It old ing

Spartan Cafeteria
"Where all your friends meet"

Open 6:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

BREAKFAST

LUNCH

DINNER
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

The HOUSE

of UNUSUAL SIZES
Women’s Shoes 2 to 14

Open Thursdays NI 9

next fall. Dr. Bente] also will ask
the group to consider long-range
planning of celebration of the department’s 25th anniversary next
year.
MUSIC
Laried Montgomery, junior music major, and his wife, Sandra,
who is an accompanist in the
Music Department, wrote the prelude and entre acts music for the
Speech and Drama Department
production of "She Stoops to
Conquer."
Richard Jesson, associated professor of music, is teaching organ
at Stanford University, while regular organist, Herbert Nanney, is
teaching at Stanford’s German
campus near Stuttgart, Germany.

NOW THAT the fool Ill seas,ori is well on its
way to completion, I thought a discussion of the
game’s fine points would help some of you gain a
better understanding of what all that yelling is about every Saturday.
I will dispense with the history of football by simply stating it Is
a pretty old sport.
I think nearly everyone realizes that football is divided into four
quarters (not counting the 50 cents tossed before each game), and
that it is played on a turf field, commonly called a turf field or gridiron
There is a noteworthy anecdote behind the history of football, as
to how the gridiron came to be called a gridiron. This story is titled,
"How the Football Field Got Its Stripes." The first game, between
Gridiron University and Griddle Teachers Normal, was called off at
half time because nobody really cared much who won.
Well, it seems Gridiron U. held an after-game dance to celebrate
the double forfeit, so to this day, the gridiron is called a gridiron,
rather than a griddlewhich it came very close to being named.
The gridiron originally was divided off into seventeen yard intervals. But because seventeen doesn’t leave an even remainder, and the
two left -over yards gave the groundskeeper a nasty fraction to reduce
to lowest terms, the present five yard system was adopted.
THE SEATS are also divided-- into two very annoying sections
to make a gap for the man behind you to place his foot in.
I remember one game between San Jose State and Polytechnical
High when I spent an entire half merely trying to locate the ice cream
man. You miss a lot of the game with refreshments and all.
Sometimes the ice cream man deliberately comes by your row
when you want a hottlog. The reason? Both vendors meet under the
stands and sign a pact. Then they have a lot of fun seeing how long
they can stay away while you are looking for them.
Sometimes the soda man gets a whole load of Seven-Up on purpose
and trades off each quarter with men carrying all Coca-Cola, all root
beer, all orange soda, so that at no time during the game does any
one vendor have a normal selection.

WOMEN’S P.E.
A display of pamphlets, books
, and journals of the American As social ion for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, AAHPER,
will he available for viewing next
week in the WG2.
The display, which will run
through Friday, will he open to
the public between 9:30 a.m. and
2:30 p.m.
HOME ECONOMICS
Mrs. Margaret B. Gylling, assistant professor of home economics, recently returned from
the Western Region Conference of
College Teachers of Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts Oct. 15,
16 and 17 in salt Lake City, Utah.
Mrs. Gylling served as a reporter
on a committee for "Non -lab
Courses in Clothing" at the conference held at the Brigham Young
University extension building.

MOST FOOTBALL games are played on the field, however, the
section I always sit in has some pretty good games by itself. For example, I am getting better at holding two containers of coffee, three
hotdogs, a bottle of pop, two Cracker Jack boxes and change from
eleven different persons all at one time.
By slapping your knee several times in succession with the program, hitting the seat with your fists or standing sip on a pass play,
you can create a good imprission that you are pretty interested in
what is going on, and not just sitting there throwing peanut shells
on the ground with your arm around a girl for no good reason at all.
Comments such as, "We should of had ’em." are to be used. l" ’Em’’
is permissable at football games in place of the more formal "them";
i.e. "hit ’em again," "push ’em back," etc. I have received approval
from the English faculty on this.>
A last topic to be considered deals with the friendly banter which
should be encouraged between you and the fellow across the aisle or
seated behind you. Good-natured ribbing, throwing paper cups and
clever quips degrading one’s knowledge of football are all a part of
the fun.
ONE IS very apt to question the whole value of intercollegiate
football after fifteen minutes of walking back and forth holding two
overflowing cups of cold coffee and trying to remember whether it
was Section T you were sitting in or Section V.

California’s Civil Service
Will Be Topic of Papers
Students soon will tu.o.e the opportunity to write research papers
on the California Merit Civil Service program.
Such works will be published
and distributed to school libraries,
and the best of the studies will
be published and made available
for general sale, according to the
California State Employee’s Assn

Ski Club Goes
’On Ice’ Tonight
An ice skating activity will be
held this evening for Ski Club
members and other interested sau.
dents. Transportation is available
in front of the Student Union at
7 to go to the Belmont rink

Ur. Hector Lee, dean of instruction at Chico State College, and a
member of the CSEA, said participating students should aim for
He added that, although the
merit principle in government
employment has been raised to a
higher level in California than
anywhere else in the nation, little
has been done to record its growth
and accomplishments.
Dr. Lee stated that many high
school students by-pass careers in
public service because of false
notions that such jobs are on a
patronage basis.
"If Californians understand the
merit system that they have, they
will find ways to preserve and
improve it, thus assuring themselves of a public service that is
capable of meeting challenges."

HILLEL MEETING
Program: Dr. Koestenbaum
views

BERGSON
Monday, October 26th
7:45 p.m.
SOCIAL HOUR

DANCING

REFRESHMENTS

9th and San Antonio

at Spartan Y

ADA’S LAUNDERETTE
WASH 15e

DRY

10e

Lots of Room to Study
While You Wait
OPEN 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
409 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

If Gubser Bill Passes

Families housing foreign exchange students will be allowed to
claim a regular dependent’s exemption if a bill proposed by State
Rep. Charles S. Gubser, (R-Gilroyl. is enacted.
This statement was released
after Representative Gubser received a boost from the State
Department for his bill to en -

Army Officer
Talk Sunday

courage Inc foreign exehasige student program.
He revealed that the measure
would allow a regular dependent’s
exemption for any family with a
foreign student in its home.
Philip Persky. SJS assistant
professor of English and co-ordinator for the Foreign Student
Adviser, commented that such a
measure would encourage families to offer housing which
, heron same families could not offer
ithou) the financial aid.
Assistant Secretary of State
William B. Macomber said in a
letter released by Gubser. "We
have been most appreciative of
the considerable financial contribution by (these, families and
sympathetic to the problem they
. to claim
face in not being able
personal exemptions for these
young people." State Department
backing will help in the enactment of Gubser’s bill, concluded
the Gilroy representative.

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Dr. Melvin Straus and Dr. William Vatcher, members of the
SJS Political Science Department.
Wednesday attended a Democratic organization meeting in
Lt. Col. E. S. Robbins, head of
San Francisco in honor of Massaand Tactics
chusetts Sen. John Kennedy. Sen- the Military Science
speak on the reator Kennedy was on a tour of Department, will
Army life and
western Democratic organizations. lation between
Christianity before Canterbury
Assn., Sunday, 7:30 p.m., Student
Christian Center, Fifth and San
Fernando streets.
A "making fun for the faculty"
Lt. Col. Robbins has served with
!skit will top the Psi Chi facultystudent dinner ’tonight at 8 at the army for 20 years, during
Trader Lew’s Barn, 12860 S. First which time he has been active in
Episcopal church work, said Miss
For the discriminate ryrlist
St.
Members of the psychology club Barbara Arnold, Canterbury ad- I. England’s 3 -speed Raleigh and
Jaunts it & 10 speed touring and
land guests will attend. Cost is $1, viser.
racing birsrle,
The meeting will begin with
’ and tirkelq are available at the
1435 The Alameda CY3-9766
6
p.m.
at
slipper
office,
C11157.
’
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"THE WORM TURNS"
Shakespeare said at this way;
’ The smallest worm will
turn, being trodden on. But Miguel de Cervantes
beat him to it an ’ ’Don
Quixote-. Part II, Book 3.
Even a worm when !rod
upon, wMturn ogo,n
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"MUSIC HAS CHARMS"
The 17th Century playwright, William Congreve
was the first to set down this classic metaphor
concerning the powers of sound and rhythm.
You’ll find the whole quote in ’ The Mourning
Bride-, Act I, Sc. 1,
"Music hoth charms to soothe the savage breast,
To soften rocks, or bend o knotted oak
"RHYME OR REASON"
Edmund Spenser, 16th Century poet. expected
pension. Ks didn’t gel it. So he wrote this rhyme
I was promised on o time/To have mason
be my rhyme;/from that time unto this season,’
I received nor rhyme nor reason,"
e

$8.95

siOdle..,..,.1/ Underwear
Of all the kinds of underwear, only Jockey brand is espe-

cially tailored to feel better because it fits bettec This
superior comfort is assured by exclusave construction fea
tures that no other underwear has duplicated. lb enioy
not comfort, insist on Jockey briefthe world’s first and
finest. Look for Jockey at your campus store.

GAVE

VVYSIMN

MIMIOned by the nous. at (51

Offered for sale are sweaters
in coat styling warranted to
he game for wear in the sports
arena as well as in the privacy
of the gentleman’s dwelling,
quintet of buttons is
sighted as pleasant and well
placed for comfort.

mosher s for men
50 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
Open Thursda ha fill 9

I
Stu:ivnt charge aarnunts invited,

111,V-9

Families To Get Exemption

PAULS CYCLES

FOR CASUAL FASHION

It T Vk;

Everyone Welcome

Faculty Skit

sT Of .VIEW

Friday, October 21. 1r17,

CYF,,,, 2 4 500

’Fri(lay, netaber 21,1919
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Dream Girls Vie Tomorrow
The 11th annual Theta Chi
Dream Girl contest will begin tomorrow with introductions of sororities’ candidates.
Three women from each sorority
and various students from inde-

pendent living groups will attend
I the first function of the enntes,
Introductions will be held a;
Muntalvo Estates, Saratoga. A
buffet dinner at the Theta Chi
; house will follow.

SPORTSwEAP,
,
,

L.

i!

CONSTRUCTION BOOMNancy Buttram, Brenda Harris and
Audrey Vay, Delta Zeta; Carrie Weishaar, Nani Rao and Bev
Wood, Alpha Phi; Sallie Hernandez, Audrey Carroll and Thais
Mola, Gamma Phi Beta; and Pat Stauffer, Carol Castle and
Stephi Green, Kappa Alpha Theta view their new quarters.
_

rfect match mate
your favorite
slack, this
traJltioral
favorite is
tailored by
HIS in
marvelcw,
soft Cordurc
unusual Our,
yled to thc
with nu
shoulders and nar
row lapels. Fla,_
pockets, side vent
metal buttons. An :
for a final touch
spirit, a brigl-Ancient Maddc
lining.

$16.95
HEATHROW CORUROY BLAZER

S&L&

PROCTOR’S (ot
4000monli

Prelude

-.4.0111.161.

Shun Rhythm
r
CHOOSE THE FINEST

"Traditionally Yours"

82 SOUTH FIRST STREET

.4 Plce Place

aidernalionddierling
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quirt shop
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STERLING
YOU’LL DO BEST Al ..
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NO MONEY DOWN
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91 SO. FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE

Greek House
Construction
At New High
Drawing houseplans, building
new houses, and remodeling sorority and fraternity houses is at a
new high in the San Jose Stale
area.
The most recent large scale
project is the building of the Delta Upsilon fraternity house located at 155 S..11 fit St. DU is the
first fraternity on campus to build
a completely new structure. Movein date is set for about Nov. I. Al
present the DU’s are living in
various houses rented from the
State.
New construction for the sorority groups are: tlie Alpha Chi
Omega’s will start building a new
house to be located next to the
Delta Zeta house on south 11th
street. Next fall the structure will
be completed in time for the
opening of school.
The Alpha Omicron Pi house
front entrance was remodeled and
fashioned lifter an Italian Villa.
Alpha Phi is adding a new wing.
This will add sleeping spaces for
21 women and -a combination study
hall and chapter room. Remodeling of the kitchen and some of
the downstairs area ’is also being
done. Construction will be finished
by next semester.
The Chi ,Omega’s are extending
the dining room, living room and

LONG IN COMINGThree fraternity men (tc
names as Fred Fink, Lanz Boyle and Don Thetam at
Delta Upsilon house soon to be finished. Sue W
(bottom) of Chi Omega look through beams al
and balcony additions under con;truction.
steeping areas. A patio and balcony are being added. Work is
expected to be finished by Christmas.
The new Delta Zeta house, which
can hold 58 women, was finished
during the summer. Two other
modern houses, also located on
11th street, are the Gamma Phi
Beta sorority, three years old, and
the Kappa Alpha Theta house,
which is about ten years old.
The Kappa Kappa Gamma’s re-

cently enclose
to the dining to
Last year a ni
to the Della (
that time, a s e
tor room, launc
rooms, and a st
ded.
This summer
modeled theii
date room. Ne
niture and r It
I added to the r

MR. DOWNTOWN ANNOUNCES:

THREE lAYS OF
ALL-OUT AMAZIh
ALUES

THIS THURS. FRI. SAT.
OCT. 22-23-24
MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION OF SAN JOSE
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What’s Doin’
son,

SORORITIES

Nancy

Carol

Poise-n-Ivy

Bray,

Edna

Kaufman,

,due

Dyson,
JUIII1BOIL

candidates
Omicron Pi
Sigma Chi are
Sweetheart of
for
Marie Giancoli.
Anne Chaney and
Theta Chi Dream Girl
chosen for
Corea,
Nancy Keith, Sharon
.re

Alpha

anAdbajeuatn:CDana’’gisu’ests attended
held last Sunday.
pen house

the

Joan Underwood.
Carol

Kaufman,

pledge class
was chosen oustanding

president,
pledge.
Mrs

.Geraldine

Stuparich,

pro-

president

attended

the

vince
event.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Tonight, the Kappa’s are holdrsiliolf Alpha Phi sorority ing their annual pledge dance at
ALMPelimikhe p
the Los Gatos Swim and Racquet
Tau Omega fraternity
and Alpha
exchange con- ’Club. Swimming, a buffet dinner,
participated in an
skating and a and dancing are scheduled for the
sisting of roller
Trader Lew’s Thurs- evening.
barbecue at
Wearing their new keys are
day.
initiates Jane Pendleton, Carol
New pledge officers for this
President Bobble Stur- Ann Atkins, Linda Bentley, Carol
term are
Kathy Can- Spotswood, Jan Thruston and Barman’, Vice President
Trea- bara Tische.
ute, Secretary Nani Rao,
Oct. 13, the Kappas celebrated
Scholastic
Derby,
surer Lillian
Social their founder’s day with the alumBarton,
Sue
Chairman
and nae associations from the Bay
Pasquali,
Carol
Chairman
Gift Chairman Gayle Area. A banquet was held at the
Song and
University Club in Palo Alto.
Sheehan.
CHEZ NOUS
this term
Officers selected for
Nous are Abbie Woronick,
at Chez
Lu Binford, vice
president; Luana
Madeline Bryant,
ident
president;
treaScheafer,
retary; Joanne
McNair, standards
surer; Darlene
Larson, publichairman; Andrea
McGurin, social
city; and Kathy

sec-

chairman.

31111111111111111111111111116milleasaageft

CHI OMEGA
Selected as queen candidates are
homecoming: Mayo
Becky Fudge,
SweetHigson and Arlene Jung,
for
heart of Sigma Chi. Running
Girl are
title of Theta Chi Dream
Suzanne Reed, Mary Ann Fudge,

bed. Sue Worth and Rev Jung

alumnae will celebrate Founders’
Day with a dessert held at the
house Monday night. Following the

gh beams at

new room, peflo

iction.
nt ly

the

enclosed a lurr .:,I

add

dining area.

wing was addg
the Delta Gamma house. ,11
at time, a sleeping porch, chap
r room, laundry room, six bed.
4,ms, and a sun porch, were aj,
Last year a new

This summer Sigma

Kappa is

room ex
ate room. New rugs. modern U.
iture and planter boxes wee
dated to the new surroundings
odeled

their

living

The ladies

Zeta

Delta

of

and

ceremony, Mrs. G. S. Luckell and
Mrs. William M. Case will be presented the Order of the Golden

Brooks, Robin Carlson, Mary Gillman, Brenda Harris. Cathy John-

After
the

the

Karpen,
vice

Stanford-SJS game,

brothers

annual

plan

Roaring

to

hold

’20s

their

Dance

at

Mary-Ann Gardens, in San Jose.

DELTA SIGMA PHI
New

pledges

Sigma

Phi

Dick

taken

during

Lund,

Herb

initiated

Delta

informal

rush

Bernie Lovelace,

Masi.
this

into

New

fall,

brothers,

are

Dennis

Warren

Johnson,

Hank

to

represent

Alpha

Chi

the

Delta

Favorite

Hearing of
Kappa

Alpha

Delta

Gamma

the

loss

mascot, Teddy,

the

sorority

presented

fraternity with a puppy named

The men of Pi
are

Kappa

Sue

in

the

for

their

Homecoming

serenaded

Epsilon

Daughters
night.

of

The

Minerva

new

Monday
and

Daughters

Smith,

Carol

Vecchio.

Sic

Pilma Nlorris,
I Arlene Wrrner.

Di -

Juvet,

Jan

Jeri

Stone,

Herr.
and

Brunch will follow.

Harriet Dauphin and Joyce Dor-

Alpha

Phi;

Soldavini, and Joan

Nancy Crandall, and Joan Lange,
Kappa

Alpha Theta.

The Daughters of Minerva is a
national honorary women’s group

SAE events.

Ia. Chosen

Si run

SIGMA CIII

fraternity.

are chosen on
active

their

basis

Sweetheart

are Audry
’tinter. Jan Herr, and Janet Faye. ted

of

SAE

with

affiliated

These women

’he title of

the
in

interest

during informal rush are Jerry

DiSalvo, Bob Scott and Jim Himes.

A tea. welcoming the new Sigma
Kappa pledges, was given Sunday
afternoon fa Mrs. Helen Dismukes.

Sweetheart of Sigma Chi contest

president of the Sigma

Kappa

has begun with each sorority on

orporation Board. The tea was
at her home in Palo Alto.

campus nominating two women to

e Id

KAPPA

Miss Janet Douglas, SJS Dean

of Women. was guest speaker
nappa

a’s

Selection of candidates

the

title.

for the

winner will

The

reign

as queen of the Sweetheart Dance

DELTA

initiation

at

banquet

.ast Sunday, held at the De Anza
Hotel. The nine new activites are
Lida Michel-. Patricia BaldwinBURBANK

which

held

be

will

Wednesday

next

spring.

brothers

the

will

have a dinner exchange with the
ladies

of

Kappa

Kappa

Gamma.

SIGMA NU
Officers of Sigma Nu fraternity
for this semester are Fred Temps.
president; Joe Altieri, vice president; Dave Lonaker, treasurer;

SCHOOL
Ave.
Student Special S99.00

CY 7 7060

572 Halsey

Dick Schenberger. secretary; Bob
Andrews, reporter; Ed Ball. chapMoody,

sentinel; Glen

Sparrow, marshal’:

and Gene Lar-

lain;

Bill

rigan, social chairman.

Tonight
SINGS FOLK, SPIRITUALS, CALYPSO

No Jazz Saturday
FREE ...
No COVER. NO MINIMUM - NO FOOLING
Dun cAfer Chess, Checkers, Hifi, Radio, e.citing
rnents, and conver,ation. If you don’t want to talk
OPErl

until

in

skirts

Sigma Nu fraternity recently serenaded the Alpha Omicrom

is

Serv;ces at Trinity. BI N. 2nd
r
4 "I‘,

flared,

pleats
and

are

box,

when RILL MOODY, senior industrial relations major from
JAN SLEIPNESS, junior edumajor from San Mat el,.

sorority

the stitched -to-the-hip type. Other
popular

Pi

Sacramento announced his pinning to

twin,

cation

scissor

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and Sort

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS

Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
I 1 :00 .MORNINO WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
and

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY

First Methodist
Church
FIFTH end SANTA

St. Pours
Methodist Church
TENTH and ;Arl SALVADC.42 STS

Cl AP.A STS.

9.30 am. College Church
Welcomes you 10

School Class

MORNING WORSHIP

MORNING WOR.SHIP
1:00 <Ern.

9:30 and It a.m.

The Way of Forgiveness

"Christian Peacemakers!"

9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar

5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: World Ethics and Christianity
The Pink Building
3rd and San Antonio

d
Rea

7:15 p.m. Vesper Service

Getty, Minister

DONALD A. GETTY, Minister

Edwin M. Sweet. Minister
Carl Metzger. Minister of Visitation

John M. Foster, Assoc. Minister

Friday, November 6, the Big. . .
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New Sigma Chi pledges

’hi Dream Girl contest

Shay

McAffee. Sigma Kappa; Jan Hill,

rey have been selected to vie for
of Sigma
for the Theta

The

Alpha

sponsoring

SIGMA KAPPA
Diane

Minor gripes included wives
who get ready for bed as though
they are going Into battle, armed
with thick layers of cold cream,
metal curlers and chin straps;
wives who prod their husbands
at parties, suggesting, "dear,
tell the one about . . ."; and
wives who interrupt a story with
"honey, you’re not telling that
right."

Episcopal Church

Alpha

the

Barton,

Jane

help-

less.
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for

helpless,
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and
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for
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Awards acre presented to the Queen contest.
neoly Initiated ladies of Kappa SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
The brothers of Sigma
Alpha Theta sorority. They are:

and

meals,

Guy.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

Green;

ing,

at

Dave Jordan has been selected

Smart, Delta Gamma,

Betty

business

out.

For the married women, or
those who expect to be someday, here Is a list of the seven
deadlj, sins, according to a poll
taken on 100 husbands. Topping the list was borrowing
hubby’s razor or electric shaver.

Gallegos.

awards respectively.

ship,

Zeller is as member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. at I

Gallegos,

Micholas and Dave Taravella.

fraternity

Newman: improvement in scholar-

LACEEIELD, junior art major from Costa Mesa, and ELIAS TOTAIL
sophomore industrial arts major from Alameda to MARDELLE Ill D.
SON, sophomore education major from Alameda.
LINDA sMITII, passed the candle at Kappa Alpha Theta sorsa it:,
to announce her pinning to MIKE ZELLAR, junior engineering rirtpri

expert

outstanding pledge award went to

received the
and Miss Wright
scholarship and outstanding pledge

Nancy

CANTEk8URY
I.SSOCIATION
Christian Center
92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET

Nu fraternity serenaded a surprise double pinning at a tot
the Fresno State game, announcing the pinnings of laid
SICHENBERGER, senior geology major from Bakersfield tr, hAt.
Sigma

following

from Marin.

date.
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Fake fur isn’t limited to worn. Stanford. Miss Smith is a junior education major from San Anselmo.1
said. "Russian houses are not en’s fashions. A jacket for men
BETTY GREEN, sophomore, Kappa Alpha Theta, from Arcadia.
equipped for the kind of high-pow. has a hood lined in Orlon pile and ED ALDRICH, from Northridge, announced their pinning recently.
ered equipment we use in Amen- which resembles nutria. The hood
DARYL MAGUIRE, junior education major recently told her,
ca,"
can be worn as a collar
fur-side Sigma Kappa sorority sisters of her pinning to SKIP GILL, senior ,
house,"

IND

Brown, Dave Jordan, Mike Jordan.

Milly Moretto, Billie Jean
Read, Linda Rolph, Ginny Warfel,
and Dennie Wright. Miss Warfel
son,

Atstantlin:;

OF
rihic

Bob

Sherman,

sergeant at arms; and Phil Jones,
social chairman.

Rose for 50 years membership in
DZ.
Initiated and wearing new pins
Sandy
are Nan Armentrout,

are

Jim

the

Other "sins" include discussing

president; Ken Neiderhauser, secretary-treasurer;
Rich
Wilson,

and

’

DELTA ZETA

officers

president;

in

STAN CHARMIt It WI., semen% Is,
at Stanford, had
in his pin tr.

Alpha Theta sorority.

might even burn out every.-

"He

money

Newly elected Alpha Tau Omega
pledge

are

and Judy Nolte.
nify men (fop) who gave their
Don Thefaman look

at the new

FRATERNITIES
ALPHA TAU OMEGA

: beta Pi fraternity MerniitIE C1111.1)10:V, senior
education major, front San Jose. Miss (11..,:icy is a memtaer of Kappa
her

So% let Premier Nikita Khruslichev is in for a shock
if he really believes his boast to Vice President Richard
Nixon that eery new Russian kitchen contains a thsh
washer and a washing machine.
Edison Electric Institute experts said that if any Russian were to plug in an electric washer drier and turn it on,
he might, literally, get "the shock of his life."
wire
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Spartan Sports

Bears Victorious
Over Tankers Theta Chi Tops IFC,
SAE in Second Spot

13, DANNY N1AT1.0A
suit Jose State’s water polo team loot to the Berkeley
Bears from California by a 14-6 score. Wednesday in the
Spartan iI.
Theta Chi took over undisThe Spartan tankers had their troubles throwing passes
puted
first place in the Inby the Cal men and as a result were not getting in scoring
trafraternity League standNery often.
posit’
The Cal team earned a well -deserved victory as they ings yesterday by virtue of a
29-0 win over Pi Kappa Alout hti,tled the Spartans through -1
out the game. Their passes were through the afternoon as most of pha.
accurate and they appeared to t his passes were either intercepted
Bud Thompson was the

swim faster in the strange sue- or knocked astray by Cal defend- whole show for the unscored upon
rounding,: of the SJS pool.
TC’s as he ran for one touchdown,
erg.
Roger Scaife turned in a goodi
passed to Joel Sax for another,
offensive game as he scored four!
and intercepted a stray PiKA pass
goals for the Spartans and Mike
and ran for still a third score.
rros h
Bozzo had two for the Spartan r
Sigma Alpha Epsilon took over
of
six.
total
second place on the strength of
tough
had
Christensen
Lonnie
Roger Weiland’s two touchdown
luck all through the afternoon as
tosses. After a scoreless first half.
hit
the
shots
aimed
six of his well
Weiland hit Tom Higgins with a
Jim
Monsees
and
David
Adam
bounced
front of the cage and
50 yard scoring aerial and threw
back away from the net. Mery paced the freshmen tankers to an to Ben Ferguson standing all
as
Donner looked good in spots
impressive 22-14 victory over the alone in the end zone for the
the Spartan goalie, but several of California Bears in a game playedi clinching marker. An alert SAE
the Bear shots evaded his waving Wednesday In the SJS pool.
defense kept the Sigma Chi ofarms.
fense bottled up throughout the
six
goals,
while
Bill
tallied
Each
In the fourth quarter, both
game.
balls
into
the
Hird
poked
three
Christensen and Bozzo fouled
Alpha Tau Omega’s undefeated
out for S.JS. sezzo’s mighty arm net.
record went by the boards when a
has
looked
The Freshman team
was missed as was Christenaen’s
fighting Phi Sigma Kappa team
real good this year," stated Coach came up with a close 7-6 victory
aggressive play.
Once again, Captain Bill Augen- Roger McCandless. "The boys are over the Tau’s. Don Rademacher
stein’s defensive play was lauded young, but with each game they intercepted a Tau pass and raced
develop more poise and become a Into the end zone with the winning
by Coach Roger McCandless.
Dave Dinelli had his troubles all better unit."
Phi Sig score.
Delta Upsilon won its third
.,’,’;’,A0’.0%.*01,03,101.40V1.0/5,OlOO’VO107140Welelee,041040101040:4601040:
game of the season with a convincing 20-0 shutout over Sigma
Phi Epsilon. Gordon Huntze scored
on a punt return and Ken Roble
By GREGORY H. BROWN
hit Frank Nicoletti twice for the
DU scores.
San Jose State’s varsity track for State next season. Gill as a
Delta Sigma Phi stayed close to
team, thought to be well-rounded freshman competed in many the leaders with a 19-0 blanking
for the first time in some years of the big California meets in- of Theta Xi. Grant Hornbeak ran
with its brilliant freshman team of cluding the Modesto and Fresno for one score and passed for anlast year, finds its needs still Relays.
other, and Berger Benson tallied
He established a new Freshman on an interception in the third
wanting in some events.
Coach Bud Winter, lining up record of 14.2 and had run faster DSP victory of the season.
Rod Masters’ passing earned
next season’s track schedule, con- in a race against Ancel Robinson
fessed that at this moment, the and Chuck Cobb later in the year.
track squad is hurting for dis- "At the moment we do not have
tance men, high -hurdlers and a any outstanding prospects in the
high hurdle event," Winter conjavelin thrower.
fessed.
CLARK LONE HOPE
LOWS ARE STRONG
prospects are
"Low hurdle
Charlie Clark looms as the lone
outstanding prospect in the dis- good," Winter smiled. Mickey Matances but Winter admitted his charnel., Jim Flemons and Bruce
worth is that of four so-so leg McCullough are all excellent prosmen. "Charlie is going to have to pects.
College presidents and
protect us in the distances this ; Machamer competed last year
football
coaches are primarseveral
good
had
unattached
and
year against Stanford and Cal." ’
Winter said. Winter also indicated ’ times in the 220-lows and took a ily responsible for the violathat the thin. craggy runner would fling at the 400-meter hurdles to tions of athlete recruiting
be a good bet for the Olympics qualify for the Fresno Relays in rules which are giving big
in the steeplechase. "Other than this event.
time college football "a sour
Flemons, a speedster up from
Charlie. however, the picture
reputation," says Don Faurteam,
turns
the
the
freshman
seems a bit dark."
ot, now University of Missouri diBob Gill. brilliant hurdle pros- hundred in 9.6 but Winter has rector of athletics and former grid
pect last season, failed to make designs on his ability as a hurdler coach.
his grade and will not compete this year. Flemons was a hurdler
Faurot’s views are given in the
in high school but suffered a leg
injury which has prevented him November Reader’s Digest in a
Stan’s Skin Diving
from skipping the sticks until this signed article, "Is College Football
Destroying Itself?" condensed
season.
HEADQUARTERS
from the Saturday Evening Post.
JAVELIN HURTS
R Water Compressed Air
"When a college corrupts an
"We are sorely lacking in javeTanks & Regulators 20% 0E1
Winter finished. athlete by paying him under the
lin
throwers,"
Feet
Duck
Sc
Gigante
Cressi
Dick Bocks last year’s spear main- table," says Faurot, "you can
Fins ... Special at $6.95 pr.
stay hit a 231 tooter during the be pretty sure that the coach
Instruction
Rstsit
season and Winter will be trying not only knows about it, hut probComplete Line of Accessorise
to come up with someone to fill ably instigated it . . . As for colSKIN DIVING
lege presidents, some have been
his shoes.
Shop
The Spartans have several coerced into putting up with disCT 4-7717
SU S. Bascom
weight men that may turn to the honesty. some have winked at it.
r‘PFN 7 DAYS A WEEK
some have been too naive to know
spear wars next season.
what is happening . . ."
Faurot feels it imperative that
everyone concerned with college
football acknowledge the abuses
and take corrective action.
"First of all," he o rite% "educators must enforce the rules
governing college athletics. SimAnatomy of a Murder
ply refusing to schedule teems
ALSO
which operate outside the rules
1433 The Alameda
Lost Train from Gun Hill
would quickly slip into line those
colleges ohlch nirw %aloe winYoung and Passionate
ning football teams above hon’he thre:+or
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN esty ...
School administrators m ti s t
plus
make it clear to their coaches that
’’THE BIG CIRCUS"
V
Pnd B.
they place Integrity ahead of vicThree Strange Loves
PLUS
tory; that no amount of alumni
r.,/ Berirnen
"JOHN PAUL JONES"
pressure after a lotting season will
Robert Stack Marisa Pavan
affect the coach’s job, whereas
under-the-table aid to athletes
will get him fired. I’m still idealist enough not to see much difference between paying a boy un-ler the table to win for you and
having some gambler pay him to
lose."

B eat
Bear C ubs

EXTRA POINTS

Faurot Sees
Grid Sport
’Turn Sour’

----

Lambda Chi Alpha its first win
of the season in a 21-18 thriller
Masters also
over Sigma Nu.
threw for the game-deciding extra
points.
IFC STANDINGS
Won Lost Tied
4
0
Thta Chi
3
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
3
Alpha Tau Orneg
3
Delta Sigma Phi
3
Sigma Chi
2
Delia Upsilon
2
Pi Kappa Alpha
Phi Sigma Kappa
2
3
Lambda Chi Alpha
Theta Xi
3
4
Sigma Phi Epsilon
0
0
4
SlOrne Nu

Booters Set
For Bears
San Jose State’s soccer squad
takes on the California Bears tomorrow at Berkeley hoping to
raise their conference record to
2-1.
The Bears are undefeated so far
this season and top the conference standings with a 2-0 mark.
They downed San Francisco State,
4-0, and beat Cal Aggies 4-1.
The Spartans downed Santa
Clara in their opening game and
then lost a close one to the USF
Dons, 1-0 in their game last Saturday.
Coach Julie Menendez was highly pleased with the work of Gary
Foss, Colin Lindores and Garvin
Kelly in the USF game. The only
score of the contest came on a
free penalty shot given the USF
squad due to a Spartan infraction.
Overall the Spartans are 2-1 for
the season, having downed the
Santa Clara squad in a practice
game.

’Top 10 Under Fire Saturdal
Purdue Plays Iowa
In TV Grid Toss -Up

Golf Signups
Are Meager

Louisiana State. Northwestern and Texas. ranked 1-2-3
this week, are favored to stay on their bowl -hound path in
games coining up totslorrow.
The Tigers. undefeated in five starts this season. are
fasored by 13 over Florida. Northwestern (4-0) is favored
by six over Notre Dame who was dumped last week hy
Michigan State 19-0. The Texas Longhorns figure to have

Late yesterday, only I,
signed to participate in th,
College Golf Tournament
to begin Monday at the 11
course.
Sign-ups will he taken to.:
B73 and will be extended In;..
week for those wishing to p..,
pate.
Trophies will be awarded
winning teams and to irst
winners. Members of u i
teams will receive tie clasp,
The intramural office is .
up opponents at starting
convenient for everyone. The
ney consists of one 18 -hole
which may be played any (1.1.
week. Entry fee for the 1.
ment is $1.50 which include, .
fees.

the easiest time of the top three I
;IN they take on the Rice Owls at Western Division with a 3-1 mark
Dallas. The Texas powerhouse is after being picked at the beginning
rated 13 points better than the
of the season to finish last.
Owls.
Purdue and Iowa clash in the
The other club lightly regarded
nationally-televised Game Of The in early season, the Green Bay
Week with the game rated a toss- Packers, have a chance to prove
up. This one is a "must" game their 3-1 mark is no fluke when
for both of them in the Big Ten they take on the defending champion Baltimore Colts,
title race.
SC VS. STANFORD
In games featuring other members of the ten rated teams, Southern California is an 18 point choice
over Stanford at Los Angeles;
Mississippi, ranked fifth, is rated
10 points above a rough Arkansas
eleven; Syracuse is an overwhelming 21 point choice over West Virginia.
Seventh ranked Penn State is
rated no better than even money
against Illinois; Auburn is favored
over Miami; Georgia Tech is favored by 14 over Tulane and tenth. . . and delicious too! You’ll enjoy any of San
ranked Wisconsin is favored over
Ohio State by seven.
Remo’s I I varieties of authentic Italian Pizza.
In games in the West, Oregon
Made with special Neopolitan recipes handed
State and California are rated
down from father to sonthey’re bound to make
even at Berkeley; UCLA takes on

A ...

Masterpiece
Of

At
tilt
tat(
deft

rid

Culinary Art

the Air Force in a real close one
your mouth water.
at Los Angeles tonight and
For unforgettable food in a setting of Old
in an important game up north.
World Charmwhy not make it San Remos
unbeaten Oregon is rated three
points better than the Washingthis weekend?
ton Huskies. College of the Pacific
on
Cincinnati
at
Stockton
takes
in an intersectional clash with
the Tigers seven point underdogs
in this one.
SAN JOSE
49ers PLAY REARS
218 WILLOW STREET
On the pro scene, the San FranTuesday
and
Monday
Closed
cisco 49ers return home to take
on the Chicago Bears Sunday. The
49ers are tied for first in the 11.1111=111111=1M1111111.1.11111

San Remo’s

CA!
San Jose, Santa Clara at Market,

Sunnyvale Plaza, Taaffe at McKinley
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THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

small, medium, medium large, large.

Jane Wyman
Carol Linley
Gary Crosby
Jose Greco

d

Max

department has those long-:AJ,u,

Jerry Lew,.

Clifton Webb
Jill St. John
Paul Henreid
Nico Marnados

Max
Groi

COLLEUE SPEAKIEU

Max
Gro

Just 5.95."

Max

Hart’s Mons Furnishings, Street Floor
CORSAUS
BOUQUETS
CY2-0462
10th & Santa Clara
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Back
Home,
State
Face Devils Tomorrow at 8
lay
Murderous End Sweeps
Against Spartan Passing

Ups
’ger

the .
ent .!..
e fl

11) (mi.:Ginn" II. Rif(M\ \
Sport:- Editor

San Jose State’s offense.
minded football team will attempt to throttle an undefeated Arizona State Sun Desquad! at Spartan Stadium
tomorrow night at 8.
Arizona will pit its ace

n toaay
II Into next
to Partici.

’der, to the
inditichal
r wtnnini
dasps,
e is linirt
ling time,
The tou,
hole r
w dal’ nee
he tour%
bales grecx

Ace.’ ding tit ittiek held (’itach Gene
Menges, Lee is the type of player
that is more valuable to the team
after he has studied the opposing
team’s defense. "Then we just tell
Emmett what we want and he
generally comes through for us."
Podesto sports a fantastic
passing percentage of .760. In
limited ainwairances, he has hit
23 of 30 passes for 281 yards.
Lee has 38 for 73 and 513 yards.
Arizona’s speed is something
coach Bob Titchenal has been
worried about all week. It is no
’,secret that the Golden Raiders
have been Inept at stopping the
wide end stuff. Most of the visitors’ yardage has come by the end.
around type of run.

half-back Noland Jones, who is
fourth in the nation in rushing,
against a devastating SJS passing
attack.
Jones, who has gained 407 yards
in 67 carries alsO is third in the
nation in scoring with 44 points;
the team average is 33 points,
third in the nation.
The Spartans, mainly on the
running of halfback Oneal CutREAL SPEEDY
erry and the passing of Ray PIII
Jessie Bradford, the Arizona 9.5
dent and Emmett Lee, have sprinter-tackle is one of the big
litaW
gained national recognition too. reasons why the Sun Devil runThey rank eighth in the nation ning attack has been so successIn total offense and fourth in ful. He pulls out of the line just
Yeyna,
senior
MANChuck
flanker
back,
does a
A VALUABLE
passing offense.
like a guard would, and leads the
a
playing
lot
of
while
football
for
San
everything
Jose
’ftle of
Both teams have proven their play either to the-weak or strong
extra
points,
kicks
is
a
deft
off,
tackler
from
his
fate. He kicks
ability
to score and score big; to- side. Arizona lines up in an undefensive sufety position, and is in the open for many Spartan
morrow night’s encounter should balanced line to either side.
era’s.
be no exception. Although the Sun
The locals will be missing the
Devil multiple offense system is services of three of their competiused primarily for its running tors. Mike Jones, after a medical
Stan’s College
plays, quarterback Fran Urban checkup, will be out for the rest
Specials
will keep the Spartan secondary of the season with his broken
SAN JOSE’S BEST
on its toes. Urban has hit 17 of 28 passing hand and Henry Chamness
Hof Cakes, Orange
passes for 208 yards this season.
suffered a similar injury. Dave
The Arizona State - San Jose
Juice & Coffee
PODESTO STARTS
Kilbourne will sit out this encount.-;tate game will be broadcast at
A breakfast treat
Ray Podesto gets tonight’s start- er with a hip-pointer.
7.50 p.m. tomorrow night on Radio
ing nod over veteran Emmett Lee
hft,,,, .-wise, the Sun Devils
Burger De!ux
KEEN, KC, with Bob Blum and
Russ Hodges at the microphone.
The game broadcast will be prerderl by a dressing room report
-Y/e, / _70o/i fit in
with Blum and Coach Bob TitchiCTI-1 AND SANTA CLARA
errd ¶ 7.41) pm.
(39-13)
(38-14)
1:12-20)
I (34-18)
--.,,0
SJS vs. Ariz. St.
Games
Streeter
WilIlam
3latiow
Brown
Spartan
Stadium
8
p.m.
CLUB
KEROSENE
SJS
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SJS
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Blum, Russ
Air Game

490
5.00

IOSE

YOUr eye; can only le a.’
. . . Iota fool for

Spartan Grid Picks

9ood

(xi your yfaiiei

CHEAP

laryain3

CONSULT

DR. HAROLD HASKELL
OPTOMETRIST

Complete eye exarnmatIons and opt:cal serelCe. Latest styled glasses and
Contact lenses fitted. Optical prescriptions filled and glasses repaired.
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDkD
EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
EASIEST CREDIT TERMS
Mention this ad... when visiting any of the Dr. Haskell Offices
Located 3 blocks from campus. 100 S. First (corner of 1st and San
Perecedo). A. ,r,
199 S. First St. (Corner of 1st and San Antonio)
Call CY 7-1880

44.0,100seralk
Animus

I I

55
THE ANIMAL KINGDOM or GROWLER GETS
A GIRL
I hear you have e girl, Growler.

LOVE IN

.11

Max:
Growler: Yea.
Max: What’s her name?
Growler: Stella.
,,,,, ler grew. like a rat eating toothinude off of a hairbrush.
Max: What is she like?
11,alls an sitineres,arv queution. berme 41’ anvInnly that rould lore
Goof hr or oolil either hoi to be u true animal /01...r, or al low
:relworG,)(.l
She’s a sorority girl.
Silo. 14.141er 4)Ireeor el.’, boll. in large Mefferd groups. this
11110,11,
AP i.e the Met-age sororit% tope.
Max: I d like to meet
her.
Ilo. is trails glint being polite, heconse this is twilit. the last
_
thine he Itants to elm
Growler: She is going to eat lunch with me at LARKS today.
This prnsentr5 problem th Ilan, he tttt either meet Stella, the
01100,"00 earl, or rut ttttt eroboe besides I. llthS. Ile rhoiniem be.
to
the lesser of the two ei dm.
Max: I hope she doesn’t
have a girl friend,
ifue is gm intellect Mg ii tiller.
Growler: She does.
at 1.1 Ilisnster: Una is a is omen hater
M
hope she doesn’t eat much.
Growler: She does.
Ions been to fill. .5 before.
Max: Defeat. (He
moans)
mut NI.: 1.111h.% im north it.
181

E. SANTA CLARA STREET

Ohio St.-Wis.

WI..

Wis.

Ohio St.

I.SU-Fla.

LSU

LSU

ENU

TAU

Ark -Miss

Minis.

Miss

Miss

Miss

Penn-Navy

Na.

Navy

Penn

I

Navy

Rams-Det,

Rani.

Rams

Rams

I

Rams

19eni-- Bears

49crs

Bears

49era

GREEN TEAM
Right halfback Leon Burton,
fullback Joe Holland and quarterback John Hangartner, the Sun
Devil Big Three last year also
were lost through graduation. No
wonder critics are lauding Kush
for his amazing showing this year
with such a green squad.
The Spartans come into this
game with a 7-3 edge over the
Sun Devils but have won only two
of the last six in their series. The
biggest Sun Devil drubbing was
in 1936 when San Jose rolled up
a 33-6 score. The Arizonans had
Its revenge in 1957 however, as
they mauled the Spartans by a
44-6 count.
DUEL IN PROSPECT
An interesting duel will be in
prospect with the Spartans’ Mac
Burton, a 9.6 century man and
halfback Ed Ellis, who runs the
100 in 9.7 in opposing backfields.
Burton, a sophomore, has proven
one of the hardest running backs
On the SJS squad and a tough man
to nail. Along with Cuterry he
gives the Spartans a strong running corps to balance its passing
attack.
Cuterry, second on the team in
total offense and the leading
ground gainer. may he called on
to use his arm tomorrow. Cuterry, who has only tried three
passes all year, is an excellent
thrower according to Titehenal
and "rarely misses 111)1. In pear tire."

Harriers Out
For Initial
At Berkeley

Bears

Yearlings Battle
Cal Poly Today
Luis
San Jose State’s froth footballers travel
this afternoon to tackle roach Tom Lee’s undefeated
Cal Poly freshman squad.
The Cal l’oly froth have rolled over opposition in the
two games it has played so far. dumping Taft J.C.. 20.8. and
then walking over the Fresno State flidlpups, 55.0.
The Spartahabes go into this one at full strength for
the first time this season and.,
ithispo

are hot ,ts silo:4; as they 1105 e
been in past years, but they do
have a potent defensive weapon
in sophomore halfback June Zunger. Zunger leads the entire collegiate corps in kicking with a
50.7 average. Kent Rockholt (39.71
will have to be at his best to stay
with the Sun Devil punter.
Coach Frank Kush only has 13
returning lettermen this year and
half of his contingent are sophomores. Kush lost both of his starting tackles as well as his regular
right guard and center of last
year’s team.

Trying to break Into the win
column for the first time this
season. the SJS cross country team
tackles the Berkeley Bears
California’s course tomorrow mi
fling at 10.
The four mile race will teal:::’
Alan Galord of Cal and Chalk
Clark of the Spartans. Both men
are good distance men and will
be breathing down each others
neck all through the race.
Woody Covington. the sensat ion al miler from Compton high ,chool
is now eligible for varsity competition for the Bears. Ile was the
state champ in his pet event during the 1958 season.
State’s second man. Frank Wolftango will be out to improve last
week’s time against the Stanford

are hoping to better their season date last weekend.
record of 1-2.
The spartababes haw twin in
Two Important changes In the
and out this season an this lost
San Jose line base been made
their opening g
to the ColBerkeley has a strong reserve
by coach Harry Anderson in
lege of San Mateo 41-8, bounced unit in Val Prescol and Gordie
preparat Ion for balls) ’m game.
hack the next week to beat Ca- Whitehead.
He has shifted both Boh MIMS
!with) College, 22-8, and t hen
and Phil Fries from guard to
lost to t he San Franclee0 state
tackle.
J.v.’, In their last game, 28-6.
This game marks the middle of
The Cal Poly eleven will replace
BEST GAS PRICES
the season for the Spartabobes,
IN SAN JOSE
Mike Nichols, an outstanding end
they have four games left on
broken
a
with
is
out
AT
prospect who
their eight -game schedule after toSECOND & WILLIAM
ankle, with Bill Stewart.
day’s game.
. The highly-touted Colts have a
line averaging over 195 lbs. and a
backfield averaging 190. Their onlk
big problem is that they haven’,
played for two weeks; their gam,
against Santa Barbara froth was
cancelled and they had an open
- American conducted Student/Teacher Economy tours by Maupintour - the
best routes at lowest costs. From 3495, allinclusive, summer departures.
RUSSIA BY MOTORCOACH. Beginning Helsinki or Warsaw. See
Lowest Gas Prices
byways, rural towns plus Moscow, Leningrad. 17 days.
country
In San Jose
DIAMOND GRAND TOCR. Russia, Crimea, Ukraine, Czechoslovakia.
Poland, Germany, Passion Play, Bayreuth Festival, Berlin. Scandinavia.
ETHYL -100+ OCTANE
Benelux, Austria, SwitzerInnd.
REG.-90+ OCTANE
COLLEGIATE CIRCLE TOUR. Cruise Black Sea, see the Caucasus.
Ukraine, Crimea, Russia, White Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Scandinavia.
Cigarettes 20t
Benelux, Berlin, England, Luxembourg, France.
EASTERN EUROPE ADVENTURE. New mute. Bulgaria. Roumania.
All Major Oils -38c
new hiway through Southern Russia, Ukraine, Crimea, Moscow, White Rus
sia. Czechoslovakia, Poland, Krakow, Dresden, Berlin, Germany, Austria.
your local Travel Agent or write
400 Hadtson Avenue
New York IT. New VorA
4th & William -6th & Keyes

oas

HE FLYS! Through the air with
the greatest of easehalfback
Dave Hurlburt has high hopes of
sailing over the Arizona State
defense in tomorrow night’s en
counter with the Sun Devils at
Spartan Stadium

MARCHICK’S
ARMY-NAVY
somplefe lina
ROTC and AFROTC
Equipment

Gym Open
On Saturday

Briefcases
Binders
Luggage
Slide Rules
Drawing Sets
Microscopes

Sign-tips for the co-ethical
Inter-Collegiate
Archery
being held from Oct. ’23-lier. I
mail, will end today.
Archers wishing to’ pi
the meet must sign up
Shirley Gorrell, P.E. instructor, .
WG17.

Telescopes
NiO

223 So. First Street

The Saturday recreation pi,
gram is available to both men
women students again this ye.:
according to Dale Swire, Intramural Sports Director.

TELEVISION
BUY OR RENT

There will be a meetirv,
men interested in gymnasiii
Monday at 3:30 in MG117
Gustafson, gymnast coach.
all men interested to attend le first meeting of the \ our.

SUBSTANTIAL GUARANTEE
ON ALL SETS

GO se’s to choose from

No repair

Of St fV;Ce

charge on riprilsis

First Month’s Rent Can Be
Used as Down Payment
If You Decide to Purchase

A &M Auto Repair

LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Hydramatic
Powerglide
student rates 456 E San Salvador CY 5-4247

TV Rentals Co.
0,eS 50*
466 Meeid:44 Rd.

uth

ct Sears
CY 4.3311

Modente 13Pu9 Co.
ANTHOtk ’ D. CAMPAGNA JR.
PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
OPEN

TIL MIDNIGHT

PHONE

CYpress 3-7500

SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.

COPtier:4i

liolltpeced Studio

Sahara Oil Co.

See RUSSIA for
yourself in 1960

20% STATIONS

Maup intour see

15 YEARS YOUR OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHEk FOR ...

Homecoming Queen
Dream Girl
Soph Doll
and all Fraternity and Sorority eventsSpecializing
in graduation and placement photos. Proofs shown
and guaranteed.
4,1

41 NORTH FIRST ST.

’

CYpress 2-8960

ChurchGroup o ice a s
Member 3culptures
i
A
y
t
l
u
c
a
F
Government Groups Art Showing To Hold Tea
Library’s B rass-Copper ’Plant’
Interview Tuesday
Begins Today

B--15PARTAN DAILY

Friday, October 23, 1959

\

Sunday

..iing

a fternisin

rushees,

will

be

tea,

hon-

the

fiil

function of the year for Phi Di

Representatives of

eral

%arious

fed -1

agencies

governmental

will

be on campus next Tuesday to in-

W.

Joseph

women’s

sorordS

police

The tea will be held at the home

heads

An

Bernard

of

composed

group

the

()mega,

govern-

chairman,

recruiting

ment

Rotz,

Von

art

show

is

slated

at

of Ann Hobert:, vice president, at

the

terview junior and senior students! Peterson, John Cassidy, and John First Unitarian Church, 160 N. ! 545 S. Seventh St. at 3:30 p.m.
who are interested in employment ! Vandenberg.
Phi Delta Omega is a national
Third St., today through Sunday, !
Under the new examination rewith the federal government.
!sorority and the only sorority for
Nov. 1.
%%omen police majors in the United
Representatives from the De-lquirements, candidates who meet
The show Will be open 11:3(i States. Objectives are friendship,
partment of the Navy. Army. Alt i minimum educational requirments
and

Force,

Social

ministration
advise

students

Ad-

prepared

of

specific

the! $4040 or $980 per year.
Interested students are

with

opportunities

ployment

for a bachelor’s degree may be
to . considered for administrative and
ern- management trainee positions at

Security

be

will

government.

ad-

for

seniors

graduating

posi-

executive

and

ministrative

San

America,

of

Scouts

Boy

views

will

tions, 9:15 a.m. to 4:13 p.m. Liberal
arts, business administration and
preferred,

are

majors

sociology

but other majors may sign up for

Dr.
the

graduating

County.

Alameda

9:15

dietetics,

Federal Government. juniors and
seniors, 915 a.m. to 4:15 p.m., any
housing

budget,

personnel,

and records management, management analysis. production rl.n-

the

supply

logistics.

curement.

social

security

California
of

at

an

to

a.m.

p.m.,

4:15

electrical

me-

and

chanical engineering, and physics.
Probation

County

graduating

for

seniors

positions.

"in

interviews,

Products.

San

a.m.

graduating

sen-

9:13

to

ac-

p.m.,

mole

will

!Y?

he given by Tau Delta Phi, men’s

This
st

this

fraternity.

.te

C
Resu

11; Ur
The

erred

association

"The

linqui

the

of

.103

Fl IA."

-we

Spartaguide
Ski

ice skating,

Club,

meet

in

front of Student Union, 7 p.m.
Oriocel,

Spartan

"Fun

Nite,"

Women’s Gym, 8 p.m.
TOMORROW
Club,

Newman

"Cunt

"Vat i

Verve
goes to coliege.,

o Pro
euld
"The

sry c
figh
The
t
"Due

after - game

Electronies,

interviews,

Los

.ake

8:30 p.m.

VERVE is a thirteen -letter word ...
E-N -T-E -R-T-A-I -N -M -E-N -T... for Verve records actually give you complete recorded entertainment,
presenting the nation’s leading performers at their swinging best!
Here are just a few of the best sellers from Verve’s list of more than 500 albums.

p.m.. "What More Than Love," discussion

at

7

p.m.,

203

E.

Santa

Clara St.

An-

graduating sen-

iors, 9:15 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.. electrical. Electromechanical. mechancal engineers and physic,.

Ii

Institute of Aeronautical sciences,

meeting,

study

aero

Si 1.4 rvv.

;
sliftLEY

1230 p.m.
Sophomore

Claws

meeting,

Other exciting

1 1;1. less3

room.

MG V.8241 ’MC, VS.4003
GETZ MEETS MULLIGAN IN HI-FI

Executive

Student

Union,

MG V.(1245
THE GERRY MULLIGAN
DESMOND QUARTET

More

Than

Love.’

so

II

State Employees
Survey Pay Data

California State Employees Asbe the topic of discussion by the!
in
headquarters staff
Wesley Foundation Sunday at 7 sociation
Foundation

Hall,

’203

E.

The

Rev.

Henry Gerner,

Meth-, ary program.

The Board will report salary
odist chaplain and director of the
foundation, will lead the discus- ’ recommendations to Gov. Edmund
sion. Dinner will be at A p m. Cost

G.

will be 40 cents.

Dec. 1

Brown

and

the

MG YAM ’MG VS4072
ELLA FITZGERALD SINGS SWEET
SONGS FOR SWINGERS Oiches
tra Conducted by Frank Deal -

ANITA
O’DAY SINGS

MG V2I .1 ’ImG VS -4040
OSCAR PETERSON PLAYS MY FAIR
LADY

M
,2 2 ’CC. VS40402
PORGY AND BESS - Ella Fitrovold
0,chestfa
od Lous Awstong
Conducted By Rosen Ciarc.arwr

MG V.iS003
INSIDE SHELLEY BERMAN.

THE

6

Classified Rates:
20c

2k a line first insertion
line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum.

tt

’

Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room Hs Tower Hall.
No Phone Orders

MG V.52511
THE OSCAR PETERSON TRIO AT
THE CONCERTGUOUW

students needed, with car. Fin.
ible hours. Phone CV 7-5798. 430 to 6
Senior art student to rrIern-,A ,r,1 r
i.arne and
orate a
supply store Poiifkn to be
a- reced
nary. 1960 ;m.o.-views beir
nom. Rhone CH 3.0563 after 7 p.m,
’.r

Shore Boatels

Girl to share apt. mitt, same. $37.50. 625
S 11th. CV 7.8794,
Need roommate, 65 S. 13th. Room, linen
ard her’ 7.- srml

Rooms for Neat

1950 Packard 4-dr. $100. Apt. 81. Spar.
CV 7.2945.
1946 Olds Super "1111" Ho’iday. A
Pew
or el .43. Imoneoulve. $325 and take over
payments. CV 3.5859.

Coupe, Green.

! 1966 Porsche
84666 after 6.

lAissoll0000es for Solo

3

Room for four girls in boerdinid hoe
CV 5952_4..

Martin Guitar, Spanish. Good condition.
550 v
-sse. 615 S. 6th. CV 7.1220.

rolteoe
EASII, fern. rms. V.--1/7 blk
phone clean1,1 servlce
wa.kn
7
8,6
VA

Like new Vespa 150cc. 5.175.

MG Y.1130 OnG VS 6047
HAVE TRUMPET, WILL EXCITE

DIZZY oin.tspis

’4
MG V-0307 ’,MG VS6031
SEVEN PIECES The Giuffre 3

MG V-1191
MALL OF FAME

MG V COO
HEY’ HERE S GENE KRLIPA
Gene Krupa Quo,tnt

Count lat,

FREE

_ -

TI,.

COLLEGE OFFER

Special Verve Jazz Album
(12" Long Playing Fii-Fi Record)
Here is your introduction to an array of talent that represents a veritable
"who’s who" in the world of jazz.
MG V.4001 *MG VSeael
Zoe
DANCE ATOP NOB HILL
Heckscl,er ari H.P 0,chest,a at
the Foornont

MG Y.11139
ALL OR NOTHING AT ALL
BILLIE HOLIDAY

Supply is limited so act now! Fill out the coupon below and mail together with
$1.00 (to cover handling and mailing costs). Offer ends November 15th, 1959.

Rms. of furniture. New. Take over
pmnn,s $260 owed. 516 mo. Fr. 8-6104

Slit.

451 North Canon Dove
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Spatial Notkos

Licensed day care, 2 5 yrs. East..ida.
Apartments for Root
Kay
Nursery. CV 4.8076.
for net for 3 students. Call CV 8.! Chicken salad sandwich, with potato sal2375 ef’e, 6 o
ad and one milkshake 85e. Mention AD
Fern. Apt. 452 S. 4th St. San Joss. CV wken arder;n9. Mel’s Drive Inn, 945 E.
4.5085 or AL 2.3420,
Santa Clara St

fern. 575 S..

MG V-1771 ’MG VS-4011
THE BIG SOUND Johnny Hedlyall
and the Ellington Mete.

.and many,
many othersl

Enclosed is

Ap.

be epwec. $150 rno.

$1.00 to cover liandeng and maihng costs. Please send the Free Verve .Spec...ial

Jazz Album.
Name
MG Y.1017 *MG VS 4041
RID ORY PLAYS W. C. HANOI’

Wive by the College
Campus rep
Rwcord Club to earn $100 for more) in
spare time. Write for information. CoL
.nrse Record Club. P.O. 8. 1193, Providence 2, R.I.

En
Fir
Cal

MG V.0247
THE MAGIC FLUTE OF +45 5511
MANN
Evolut.on at Man(n)

1950 Olds.. Black. w.w.. 000d cond. May
be seen at Hunk’s Shell Service. 14th
and San’a C’ea.

’51 Cushman, Esc. cond.. $270. 500 mi.
ES 7-8596 after 6 p.m.

THE

IT

MG V1121
THE GREATEST PIANO OF THEM
ALL TATUM

$1995. CL

Furn. rms. mai* students. Come to room
TH16 for lniermet.en.

Available Nov. lat, nicely fur’, modern
2.6d. house. S ones 6 isus be seen to
Wain, end oarb
incl. 635 S. 10th. Inq. 499 S 7th or 275
E. William, CV 5-5362 or CV 5.5193.
11th. San
. Ciii
Apt.
CV 5.43905 fo 7 p.m.

MORT SAHL

MG VS e054
MG V1/114
LAUGHIN’ TO KEEP FROM CRYIN’ Lester Yo.ng Roy Eldr.dge
end Harry Ed4on

111B51/111

1966 Cher, Corvette. 283 eng.. du&
Help Wooftal-Pomolo
quads automatic trans. arc. cord. Eras
12 reliable young women wanted 7nr ard winds. EL 4.9637.
,’arnn 4 his
’54 Marc, hardtop. ’56 engine, new over.
’nod, in ’e’en,
or eve We lrdin-no,,ci earninos-steedy drive and paint. AN 4-5274.
Menehen or Mr. Carter CY7.17/20. ’ Olds, ’152 Comestible, 9.0 d em-er7a1,,,,,miss;!, and top. $350. ES 7.4 184.
1 or 2 male stedeets to shire 5..die apt.
Cal Cf 4-7783.

MG V.I5055
A WAY GY LIVE

Transportation %Vistaed

Autos far Solo

2 Melo

MG 5,117 *m0 vLeoss
RACK TO RACK DUNE RILING.
TON AND JOHNNY HODGES
PLAY THE BLUES

Ride wanted by girl suden,. W,nolle,ter
Cerepbe Ave. area. FR 8 3324.

Very clean 49 Ford V13 dub cpe. RH
’
Green. $295. EL 4-7713.

IV

MG V41004
THE CHARLIE PARKER STORY

last

Help Wonted-Mob

IA OG VATdrAHL 140 at LOOK FORWARD IN ANGER.

MG V.4061.3
ELLA FITZGERALD SINGS
COLE PORTER SONG BOOK

MG V.1113 I’MG VS4001
ANITA 0 DAY SINGS THE WINOrchestra Conducted by
NERS
minty Peach

Lost: Alpha mice’s Pi sorority pin on
’,pus. Reward. Nancy Schlosser. CV

To Nee an Ad:

JAZZ
GIANTS
GISANTS ’SI
Stan Getz
G
Harry Edison
Geriy Mulligan
Loyd Benson
Oscar Pewee*
Herb Ell.s Roy Brown

MG V-112/18
ONE O’CLOCK JUMP Ella Felt%mold Count Bose Joe Williams

tom, Are,

Lost sad hand

ha
ill

MG I’ 112),
SONNY SIDE UP Daly Gillesp4
Sorry Suit Sonny Rollins

WINNERS 2
:

legislature by

CLASSIFIEDS

PAUL

P

II

Sacramento currently is compiling
research data for their 1960 sal-

Santa Clara St..

nd

Verve albums...

118gm4k

2:30 p.m.

in

it
t

s!

Council.

Wesley Group
To Discuss ’Love’

It

,y,

Newman Hall, 79 S. Fifth

dance,

p.m.

Hoffman

p.m.

ye

semester

and

most

Millet, meeting, Spartan Y. 7:45

FRIDAY

’’What

.91101

last

average

lhonorary scholastic

MONDAY

countants.

geles.

the SJS
between

point

show

to

who has raised his grade

nations will be accepted, according ! semester

Wesley Foundation, dinner at 6

States

9:15

iors,

A $23 au aid
student

Chairman.

HANGOUT ? ?

$25 Top Grade Prize

There will be no charge but do-

Sorensen,

social Chair-

man.

Bess

1, In conjunction with the show.

Beverly

Hoberg.

Rosielintia

and

Reyes, publicity ancl

presented at 4 p.m. Sunday. Nov.

Mrs.

recent

appreciation

sincere

the California

THURSD AY

Jose.

tary-treasurer:

Edwards, church organi,d, will be

to

Ann

was made especially for the plan -

VOL

vice president: Sue Devine, secre-

included. Works, except for child-

SUNDAY

United

meeting:

a

his
Mr.’",Slitisi:ntilieryes.has been
seuiptw
mg with metal for
the last
I
years. He is "intrigued
With !
possibility of metal
in conks.
porary sculpture," he
said. Lryi
likes the "clean, lean
quality metal work.

made by her to the state program

trainee St.,

officer

probation

deputy

business

amics, jewelry and weaving will be

at

tuden
fu

of homemaking education and to

Dept.. 9:13 a.m. to 4:15-p.m., interviews,

the sorority

of

!ant

ta

on a larger wale than
most ,

Dr. Pfund was given the membership

and

graduating

Pomona,

Alameda

Sonja Detert was elected president

Oils and watercolors, prints, cer-

structed the objet d’art after the
Library asked the department

chance

eats.

Asilomar.

TODAY

9:15

The brass and copper sculpture

terests.

hint it

t

Mish
,

FHA

more.

aeronautical,

cational. professional and social in-

Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

of

Home-

Future

America

WEDNESDAY
Convair,

helpfulness, and furthering of edu-

through

which resembles a Tinkertoy ’ especially for indoor use.
maker’s brass -plated dream. The sculptured work, about four
Ii 1(111111 in the Library’s first feet tall, is constructed of brass
and enfloor planter is the work of rods, copper "saucers,"
ameled copper "windmills."
Leonard G. Stanley, associate
Mr. Stanley. on the Art Deprofessor of art.
partment staff since MO, con-

for something to fill
the
planter. Ile sold Urn

convention held Oct. 16 and 17 at

proce-

data

electronic

statistics,

seniors.

Monday

I that
ter when librarian,
nothing could grow in thy area
not even expensive plants chosen

for the outstanding contributions

a.m. to 4:13 p.m.

ning.

head

Pfund.

received an honorary membership

psychol-

clinical

and

library,

plan-

urban

work,

social

probation,

C.

economics department,

home

in

major.

to

p.m.

ren’s art, will be juried.

Marion

makers

ogy,

amt.

Dr. Pfund Honored
At State Meetin g

interviews.

ning,

9:15

! 4:15 p.m.

TUESDAY

seniors,

from

be

5

An organ recital by MI’s.

MONDAY

Jose,

Placement Office, Adm234. Inter-

to
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